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Overview



Overview
Now more than ever it’s important to be found quickly and frequently 

when consumers are searching online for their next meal. Restaurant 

Search & Discovery tools help ensure consumers find your place and 

menu in the fastest way possible. This can be done with Google and 

Yelp as well as apps like Open Table, Instagram, and Snap Chat.

This playbook will help you understand the importance of Search & 

Discovery when it comes to making your operation stand out and 

how it can build your business.

Toast: Restaurant Technology Report 2017, 2018 Restaurant Success Industry Report, QSR Automations, A Restaurant Technology Guide, 2017 

of consumers say they're more likely to choose a restaurant that gives them 
in-depth information in search results (like, ‘has outdoor seating’ or ‘good for kids’) 76%



What is Search & Discovery?
Search is when consumers go online and generally know what they are 
looking for, actively seeking an answer. 

“BBQ places near me,” “Best vegan restaurant in Louisville,” “Affordable 
steakhouse Dallas,” are all examples of what a consumer might search. If 
you happen to be a nearby BBQ place, this could be great news. But if you’re 
not managing tools to help you show up earlier in search results, you could 
go unknown and unnoticed.

Discovery is a little different. 
Unlike Search, where you want to be visible when they’re looking for you, 
Discovery is about you looking for the right customers and putting yourself 
in their online path. Food might be the farthest thing from their mind, but a 
well-placed ad when they’re checking out other things they enjoy helps 
them discover your operation.  

When done well, the combined efforts of search and discovery can be 
some of the most efficient and effective ways of finding new customers. 

About half of all searches for a restaurant are done 
on-the-go, and the average consumer is eating at a 
restaurant within 24 hours, over 30% within the hour 
from the time they make that initial search

Toast: Restaurant Technology Report 2017, 2018 Restaurant Success Industry Report, QSR Automations, A Restaurant Technology Guide, 2017 



Why it’s important
Search and discovery are how consumers are finding your place 

Every smartphone is a research tool, and diners are grabbing their 
phones more and more before eating out to find info about 
locations, check out menus, and see what others are saying. 

Open Table Making the Grade, July 2019 

Pro Tip
Make sure your site is designed to be mobile friendly. Otherwise, you could lose almost every consumer who finds you via their smartphone.

of diners say that websites other than a restaurant’s 
website are the most important place to look.

of millennials trust online reviews, 
compared to 34% who trust TV ads.

trust online reviews as much as 
a personal recommendation. 

would never eat in a restaurant 
with less than four stars.

73%

68%

84%

33%



How Consumers Are 
Searching Online Today



How consumers are searching today
They’re not coming directly to you

An important shift to note is that consumers are moving further 
away from your branded website and are using search as their 
primary means of finding you. In fact, 73% of high-intent 
traffic—when consumers are looking because they’re very 
interested in going to the restaurant—happens off of a 
restaurant’s website. Most businesses get 2.5x as much 
traffic across maps, apps, and discovery sites as on their own 
website. When it comes to restaurants, that number jumps 
to 10x more traffic. 

Toast: Restaurant Technology Report 2017, 2018 Restaurant Success Industry Report, QSR Automations, A Restaurant Technology Guide, 2017 

Pro Tip
Post links to your site on social media, review sites, blog posts, and any other 3rd party sites. 



What consumers are searching
It’s important to keep in mind that when users don’t 
know where to eat, they will typically find your 
restaurant through searching for a cuisine, menu item 
or restaurant feature, hours of operation, and ready-to-
click phone numbers. For example, if a user is craving a 
banh mi they will just search for “banh mi” or 
“Vietnamese sandwich shops” rather than a specific 
establishment name.

Pro Tip
Make sure to highlight distinct aspects of your business on your site (outdoor seating, best gyro, house cocktails, happy hour, delivery, etc.). 

https://www.deluxe.com/sbrc/seo-sem/top-twenty-places-list-your-restaurant-online

of consumers search by either cuisine or 
food item—not by restaurant name.

of consumers say they're more likely 
to choose a restaurant that gives 
them in-depth attribute information 
in search results (like, ‘has outdoor 
seating’ or ‘good for kids’).

68% 76%

https://www.deluxe.com/sbrc/seo-sem/top-twenty-places-list-your-restaurant-online


Search and discovery platforms
Google and Facebook are two of the primary 
platforms for restaurant search and discovery. 
If you don’t have visibility on either of these, 
you could be missing the majority of your 
audience because users are using these 
search platforms to get to specific 
information, such as reviews on Yelp. 

of all US online traffic is controlled by five 
websites. These websites determine what sites 
we visit next and what kind of ads we see. 

Pro Tip
Don’t just share a picture of your menu—it hurts your search results. Live text and PDFs are indexable by search engines, ensuring the words on your 
menu are found when consumers search for them. 

Tachalova, Alexandra. Most Popular US Industries & Traffic Shares. MOZ. 11/7/2017. https://moz.com/blog/most-popular-us-industries-traffic-shares

32%

16.41%

4.91%

1.91%

2.55%

6.56%

Top five sites with their traffic market share

https://moz.com/blog/most-popular-us-industries-traffic-shares


Most restaurant goers use Google as their 1st

point of search. A lot of times, the 1st search 
results are 3rd party reviewers, such as Yelp. By 
making your website searchable on Google, and 
being on Yelp and Google Reviews, you are more 
likely to show up higher in the search results that 
get the most views—driving to more people to 
your site and operation.

Google results and reviews go hand in hand



“Near Me” searching
Smartphones have become the first tool consumers 
typically use for research on nearby restaurants, and the 
GPS component allows for valuable location-based results.

Google "near me" searches are up 200%, according to an 
Uberall report that surveyed more than 1,000 smartphone 
users across the US.

The Top 5 ways consumers used their smartphones to   
help them shop, included

1. Researching products
2. Price comparison 
3. Search for coupons or deals 
4. Check for store hours 
5. Find nearby store locations

The restaurant and quick-service industry sees 
the majority of “near me” searches

of respondents said they had used a 
"near me" search on their mobile 
devices, while only 18% have not. 
Among millennials, "near me"          
use was even greater, at 92%.

Pro Tip
Show photos of your food and atmosphere on your website, review sites, and social media so those searching can see more about your establishment.

Fast Casual, Report: Consumers using 'near me' searches on smartphones to choose restaurants, Aug. 2018 

82%



What search results look like
There are so many ways users can search, it’s 
impossible to determine exactly what form a 
consumer’s journey will take. However, these 
examples will provide you with context for what 
a typical consumer might experience when 
searching and discovering. 

”Near me” cuisine – Google 

Searched for a menu item; Banh mi

Restaurant results based on menu 
item fueled by Google My Business

Restaurant results based on menu item 
fueled by Yelp, a 3rd party review forum

Restaurant results based on 
social media profile information



Restaurant results based on menu item 
fueled by Yelp, a 3rd party review forum

Organic results based on indexed word on webpage

What search results look like
“Near me” cuisine – Bing 



Social Media
Through social media you can dive into highly targeted discovery 
programs. These will involve considerable investment as far as 
money and time but can be highly effective in getting awareness. 
See page 29 for contact information for social media providers.

Even if you don’t have the means to run a full social media 
campaign, remember that keeping up your own social page 
content is important. 

30% of millennials admit they avoid restaurants with a weak 
Instagram presence.1

72% of Facebook users rely on it to help them make a decision 
about where to eat.2

of US traffic is shared between search 
engines and social network sites 

Pro Tip
Make a plan and schedule ahead of time for how you want to post on social media including events, specials, and deals. 

1. Fundera, How Instagram Changed the Restaurant Industry, Jan. 2019 | 2. Hub Works, 35 Marketing Tools for Restaurant Owners

Internet and Telecom Traffic Share

Search Engine, 26.28%

Social Network, 15.36%

Other, 1.20%

Telecommunications, 1.03%

Email, 0.83%

File Sharing, 0.78%

Web Hosting, 0.21%

41%



What search results look like
Social media – Facebook 

Social media 
targeted ads

Social media search



Organic Search 

Organic traffic—traffic from unpaid sources, such as search engines—is widely considered the most valuable traffic source for several reasons:

Google (the most used search engine) 
directs the highest amount of traffic.

Google is very particular about their 
rankings and ranking in the top three 
results for a keyword indicates that your 
content is high quality.

On Google, results on the first page—
especially the top 3 results—receive 92%

of all search traffic. Traffic drops by a 
significant amount on the second page.

33% of clicks from organic search results 
will go to the very first listing on Google.

Pro Tip
Make sure you use keywords in your metadata for page titles and page descriptions to help with organic search. For SEO best practices, see page XX.

https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/organic-search-vs-paid-search

The top 3 things that impact your SEO ranking: keyword 
strategy, metadata, and backend site crawlability.

https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/organic-search-vs-paid-search


Organic Search (con’t) 

To show up higher in search result, it’s 
critically important to have your site 
optimized for search engines. The next few 
slides will help set you up for organic search 
success by helping you:

1. Understand SEO vs SEM 

2. Identify things on your site that you can 
update at no cost

3. Evaluate if investing in SEM tactics is 
right for your business

Reviews posted on sites such as Yelp and Open Table affect your organic 
search results, so be sure to manage them. For tips and best practices,   
see our Online Review and Reputation Management Playbook.

https://pepsico-partners-landing.netlify.com/pdf/PFDL_Online_Review_Reputation_Management_Playbook.pdf


SEO & SEM



SEO & SEM
SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

This is the practice of increasing the quality and quantity of 
traffic to your website by ensuring you are including verbiage 
and tags on your site that are more likely to show up in the 
search results. For tips on SEO best practices, see page 21.

SEM (Search Engine Marketing)

This is the practice of increasing website search traffic through 
paid search engine advertisement. Ever seen the ads that show 
up above the search results on Google? That’s SEM. 

These are perhaps the two most important areas of search and discovery, the main difference being that SEO 
can be done at no cost (if you do it yourself), whereas SEM always involves some sort of hard cost to you 
(though the results can sometime be worth it.) 

The other critical point is that these are both issues that require ongoing attention. They both work best when 
they’re done in response to current consumer trends, so careful monitoring is needed to see the best results.



SEO Best Practices

Search engine results don’t happen by accident. 
The algorithms guiding them “crawl” sites to find 
text, tags, and date that match all or some of 
what gets typed in the search bar. By following 
these tips, your site can be optimized to make 
sure that you’re one of the first results 
consumers find when they start searching for 
establishments like yours.

Check Out Tools like SEO MOZ or SEM Rush

• These tools help you learn where you rank 
against your top competitors in organic 
searches and create benchmarks for 
improvements. (Domain and Page Authority).

• Discover what optimizations can be made to 
ensure search engines can accurately read 
what’s on your site.

• Find out what keywords will help your sit or site 
pages show up and rank higher in searches.

• SEO MOZ

• SEM RUSH

Pro Tip
Start with one of these tools to learn more about how organic search is affecting traffic to your site. 
They offer free trials, videos, and tutorials to get started! 

https://moz.com/
https://www.semrush.com/


What to keep in mind when evaluating your SEO 

Pro TipPro Tip
These updates are made within the back-end of your website, most likely in your content management system. You can update them yourself if you 
are hosting your site on a user-friendly CMS or ask your website developer to ensure you’re including SEO data in your back-end.

1. Ensure Better Search Engine “Crawling”

• Make sure all images have alt text tags and 
that they accurately describe the image.

• All pages need meta descriptions, as well as 
appropriate page headers and titles.

• Fix any pages or images that may appear 
broken on your site.

• Have an XML sitemap built into your website. 

2. Evaluate Keywords on Your Site 

• Identify popular words and phrases 
consumers type into search engines when 
looking for establishments like yours.

• Researching keywords gives you a better 
understanding of how high the demand is for 
certain keywords and how hard it would be 
to compete for those terms in the organic 
search results against competitors.

• By researching the words people type into 
search engines and using this research to 
create targeted content, you can drive traffic 
that is more likely to result in business.

3. Create Page Titles

• In order for a page’s full title to show     
within a Google search, the title needs         
to be limited to 57 pixels or between            
10 and 60 characters. 



4. Consider H1s (header tags)

• Header tags help search engines and 
searchers quickly determine what your 
page is about. 

• When consumers click on specific search 
results, they expect to see a headline 
that closely matches the page they’re 
going to visit. 

• Adding an H1 may decrease bounce-rate 
and improve rankings.

5. Use meta descriptions

• Meta descriptions are very important 
and provide the content or snippet that 
appears directly below the title tag on 
the search engine results page—it also 
appears on social media sites when your 
page URL is shared.

• They should be between 55-300 
characters in length and include 
keywords that will encourage a searcher 
to click. 

• In the absence of a meta description, 
social media platforms and search 
engines will pull in the first matching text 
they find on a page, which may not be 
relevant for users. 

• If it's too long or doesn't relate to what 
the searcher is looking for, you may be 
missing a traffic-driving opportunity. 

6. Redirect from old pages and errors

• Sometimes you might remove pages on 
your site or move PDF locations. If you 
do, make sure to always redirect old URLs 
to their new location.

• Always have a 404-error page that leads 
users back to content on your site, not to 
a dead end!

What to keep in mind when evaluating your SEO (con’t) 



Search & Discovery 
To-Do Checklist



Search & Discover to-do checklist
Here are a few things you should do to optimize your search and discovery presence and work towards getting in the top three search results: 

To-Do Checklist

q Claim your restaurant on 3rd party sites.

q Optimize your website and social media pages (see SEO best practices 
on page 21). 

q Look into programs or software, like Grade.us, that can make 
managing reviews and your web updates easier. 

q Assess what you can reasonably handle. It’s better to do a few things 
well rather than try to participate in all options.

q Plan ahead on whatever you choose. (We recommend having at least 
3 months planned so you’re not in a rushed or reactionary position.)

q Set aside time each month to review how your efforts are going and 
look for content or placements that need to be adjusted.

q Choose your consumer target carefully. This will help make sure all of 
these efforts have better return on investment.  

q Know who your competitors are and keep an eye out for what they 
are doing. This helps ensure you’re carving out a unique point of 
difference for your operation.

q Claim your business on review sites and manage reviews. This is 
covered in our Online Review & Reputation Management Playbook

To-Don’t Tips

• Don’t do nothing. Get your site’s SEO in order (see SEO best 
practices on page 21) and consider SEM. Both can ensure you have 
an effective online presence to get new customers.

• Don’t create fake reviews.  

• Don’t ignore bad reviews.

• Don’t overextend yourself. Your food comes first. If you’re strapped 
for time or have no desire to manage your site or online 
advertising, consider using 3rd party sources.

• Don’t address it and forget it. Make sure you are checking in and 
continuing to monitor and update.

https://pepsico-partners-landing.netlify.com/pdf/PFDL_Online_Review_Reputation_Management_Playbook.pdf


Consider Paid 
Advertising



Consider paid advertising
Now that you know where most users are searching 
and discovering, you might consider using these 
websites to boost traffic to your operation through 
paid advertising and SEM. 

• For social, we recommend focusing on Facebook 
and Instagram. 

• For search and keywords, we suggest focusing on 
Google Ads, Bing, Yelp, and Yahoo.



1.6 billion people worldwide are connected to a small 
business on Facebook, and it boasts the largest and one 
of the most engaged user-bases of any social network. 

Facebook Source: https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-advertising-strategy/

Paid advertising info

Instagram is owned by Facebook and is 
leveraging their powers to show great 
numbers on how to get noticed. They offer 
a variety of training and services to get you 
started. Download and set up a profile with 
their training or resource services at 
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn
/categories/instagram?ref=ens_rdr

Google ads allows your operation to show up on 
Google Search and Maps, and across their entire 
network of partner sites. You can customize your 
geographic area and goals, purchase keywords, 
and ad creation is made easy with just a few 
simple sentences. You only pay for what people 
click plus budgets are set ahead of time so you 
can keep your spending in check. Get started at 
https://ads.google.com or by calling 1-844-245-
2553 to set up with a Google Ads specialist. 

Because Facebook is a media powerhouse, 
it’s a great place to start. You can go to 
their business page where they provide 
instructions, tips, and support on setting 
up a profile and beginning an advertising 
campaign that can accommodate a budget 
you’re comfortable with. Get started at
https://www.facebook.com/business

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-advertising-strategy/
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/categories/instagram%3Fref=ens_rdr
https://ads.google.com/
https://www.facebook.com/business


Paid advertising info (con’t)

Microsoft Advertising includes Bing (#2 in 
search engines), so it’s important to 
consider covering your bases. You can 
choose to target your ads to different 
geographic regions, times or days of the 
week, and even demographics. Get 
started at https://ads.Microsoft.com

Yahoo, owned by Verizon Media, is one of 
the largest email providers and is the 3rd

most popular search engine in the world.  
They are a relevant place to put ad dollars 
for user discovery. Get started at 
https://gemini.yahoo.com/advertiser/home  

Yelp is a website and mobile app that 
connects people with great local business 
and business owners with their communities, 
with millions of people relying on it every day 
to make spending decisions. 
Get started at https://biz.yelp.com/advertise

https://ads.microsoft.com/
https://gemini.yahoo.com/advertiser/home
https://biz.yelp.com/advertise


Terms to Know



Terms to Know

Alt Tags: An alt tag, also known as "alt attribute" and "alt description," is an HTML attribute applied to 
image tags to provide a text alternative for search engines. Applying images to alt tags such as product 
photos can positively impact a business’s search engine rankings.

Bounce Rate: Your bounce rate is the percentage at which a person leaves your site from the entrance page 
without interacting with the page.

Header Tags (H1s): Header tags are part of the HTML coding for a Web page. Headings are defined with H1 
to H6 tags. The H1 tag defines the most important heading on the page (usually the largest or boldest), 
whereas H6 indicates the lowest-level heading.  

Meta Data: Metadata provides information about a certain item's content. An image, for example may 
include metadata that describes how large the picture is, the color depth, the image resolution, when the 
image was created, and other data. Web pages often include metadata in the form of meta tags.

Meta Description: The meta description is a snippet of up to about 155 characters that summarizes a page's 
content. Search engines show the meta description in search results mostly when the searched-for phrase is 
within the description, so optimizing the meta description is crucial for SEO.



Terms to Know

Pixels: The pixel (picture element) is the basic unit of programmable color on a computer display or in a computer 
image. The physical size of a pixel depends on how you've set the resolution for the display screen.

Search Console: Search Console is a free service offered by Google that helps you monitor, maintain, and troubleshoot 
your site's presence in Google Search results. You don't have to sign up for Search Console to be included in 
Google Search results, but Search Console helps you understand and improve how Google sees your site.

SEM: Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is a form of online marketing that involves the promotion of websites by 
increasing their visibility in search engine results pages primarily through paid advertising.

SEO: SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. This is the practice of increasing the quality and quantity of traffic to 
your website by ensuring you are including verbiage and tags on your site that are more likely to show up in the search 
results. 

XML: The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple text-based format for representing structured information: 
documents, data, configuration, books, transactions, invoices, and much more. It was created to be more suitable for 
previous programming languages for Web use.



Online Search 
& Discovery
If you have questions about search and discovery not 
covered here, or you’d like to discuss some of this in more 
detail, get in touch. We’d love to hear from you. 

Contact Us
PepsiCoPFDL@Pepsico.com


